CAGEMEN ANNEX TWO VICTORIES

New Indoor Football Team Has First Thrilling Win

Defeat Wesleyan College 35-17 and McGill University 47-0 in Holiday Tilt

2000 WITNESS NEW YEAR'S GAME

Coach Edward McNichol's pupils were in a winning groove in the season's first two games. The final score was 35-17, the score of the two games being nearly identical.

In the first engagement of the Holiday season when the demons met Wesleyan, the Red and Blue scored in the first half and increased their lead in the second half. The game was well played by both teams, and the Red and Blue scored in the second half.

In the second game, the Red and Blue met McGill University. The game was also well played by both teams, and the Red and Blue scored in the second half.

FORMER GRID STAR KILLED IN ACCIDENT

Alexander Wray, a former member of the 1937 Basil Gridiron team, was killed in an automobile accident on Wednesday night, December 17, Friday evening. The accident occurred on Route 9 near Annandale.

Wray, a former member of the team, was driving a car with a companion, and another vehicle collided with the car. Wray was thrown from the car and sustained severe injuries. He was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital.

The accident occurred on Route 9 near Annandale. Wray was driving a car with a companion, and another vehicle collided with the car. Wray was thrown from the car and sustained severe injuries. He was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital.

PARTY PLANNED FOR CAMP KIDS

Youngsters Who Attended University C. L. M. C. Camp Will Have New Year's Party in Gym

200 BOYS EXPECTED TO ATTEND

Whitehams Hall will be the scene of a student's party on Friday night when the members of the University C. L. M. C. Camp will celebrate the New Year. The party will be held in the gym, and the program will include music, speeches, and games.

The party will be attended by 200 boys, who will enjoy themselves until the early morning hours. The program will include music, speeches, and games, and the boys will have a great time.

New Year's Eve Activities
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PLAN ENTERTAINMENT FOR KIDS OF UNIVERSITY CAMP

As in past years, members of the Mask and Wig Club and the University football team will entertain the youngsters. This party is only one of the many beneficial activities that are being done by the Christian Association through the Social Service Department. Boys are taught the rudiments of real living as only men who have been there access can teach.

The University camp offers to the boy of the alumni an opportunity to revel in outdoor life and the challenge that the year the Association keeps in touch with the younger and materially aids his environment. The committee of University men, together with their various activities, are vitally interested in this social work and are big and constantly busy, helping the fortunate few.

The gymnasium will be decorated in the manner of a huge camp tent, fires and trees and the other necessities of camp will fill the great hall to the delight of the hearts of the kids. And finally, a grand New Year tree will sprout gifts in abundance in even the most successful Santa Claus.

ACTING PROVOST J. H. PENNIMAN ELECTED TO PERMANENT OFFICE

(Continued from page one)

of its executive and administrative duties generally fall. The duties of the present office, comprises all the powers, duties and functions previously performed by that official, not vested in the newly-created presidency.

Dr. Penniman was born at Concord, Mass., July 20, 1884. He was a student at Penn Charter School of this city and later was graduated from Pennsylvania. In 1912 he became a member of the University faculty and later received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. He was vice dean of the College from 1936 to 1937, at which time Dr. Smith retired, he has been acting provost as an undergraduate department. Provost was validation of his class, a member of class athletics teams and officers of the Pennsylvania. He is a member of the Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity, Phi Delta Kappa, the University Club of Pennsylvania, Franklin Inn Club, Contemporary Club, American Philosophical Society, Society of Colonial Wars and other organizations.

BASKETBALL TEAM MEETS MULHLENBURG FIVE TONIGHT

Tonight the Varsity quintet will entertain their guests from Muhlenburg Col. at 8:15 in Weightman Hall. This campaign will enthrall to make it outdoor by converting the gym plane for this rapidly increasing list of victories. Coach Finkett, Michie, and short on sound layout and expects to use many substitutes during the game.

The tournament management has announced that during the last two years, the seating capacity of Weightman Hall has greatly increased and that in order to supply the ever present and instantly increasing demand for seats a new campaign will be started on during a limited time in which A. A. and Student A. A. Books will be placed on sale for the Bucking Dog campaign. This campaign has been instigated in order to give the student body and active alumni, interested in Pennsylvania's successful basketball season the opportunity to purchase such tickets, thereby ob taining the first right and chances to see the ensuing games. As the Intercollegiate league starts its match play within the course of ten days, the general demand for these seats makes it imperative that all students desires of obtaining places for these games take immediate action on this.

Owen May Break Harvard Record George Owen of Harvard will make a new varsity record next June, when he graduates in possession of J. W. record, for prowess in football, baseball and hockey. The most surprising approach in this record was by George P. Gardner, class of 1910, who was the winner of 7 letters.

Helman Receives Another Offer Washington and Jefferson College has offered John W. Helman a position as head coach of their football team next year. However, in spite of this offer and the many other to which he has been called, he will remain at Pennsylvania as the assistant to the Chairman of the Athletic Council.
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Penn Men

Going to a show this Evening? Stop for dinner at the Patricia

To WE WISH YOU A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR AND HOPE THAT WE MAY HAVE THE PLEASURE OF SERVING YOU IN THE NEW YEAR.
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In MEMORIAM

After wasting a gallant battle against a seemingly inevi-
table ending, Evan Christie, '25, passed away at New York Hospital after
being admitted to the University Hospital. The legends of friends who
remember him will be the memory of his career. In the vicinity of his
campus days lies racing on his passing at this time, when his glorious
spirit was employing to the utmost in many serviceable enter-
prises which he zealously carried on. To know the beloved family, The Pennsylvania,
whose books were a joy to aid students, is not drudgery after all. It is our
assume if we will but bear this fact in mind. What sometimes
does he expect college to prepare him? Certainly, four years
other reasons may be ground down to this fundamental start-
draws men to colleges and universities. Be prepared for a
unaware of the fact, they are wrong. Another class of stud-
sincere in what they say, and yet we venture to state that
themselves for business or professional careers. They are
To learn we must study. If we fail to study well, we cannot
of residence on the campus will not do this for him. He mu3t
himself for further endeavors we ask this question. How-
or knowledge of Pennsylvania, our
to explain why we attend college. Some are offered in a
is really "collegiate" should at the same time be serious
plans he has in mind are our plans. Whatever decisions he
renewed efforts towards bettering Pennsylvania. Whatever
in any other like period of her history. At the present writing
To Provost Penniman we now pledge our support for
10.
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The best method of securing that polka dot effect on light
competition.

Why the campus merchants throw such an inconsistent
brilliant chaps are in the Gym?

The length of its duration depends entirely upon how long*
usually made Deo. 31st, 11:30 P.M and Is but a memory
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MAN OF LETTERS
WILL SPEAK HERE

Professor A. G. Sanchez, Representative
Of Madrid Institute, To Talk
On Spanish Literature
HAS INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION

Antonio Garcia Badolado, Professor
of the Center of Historical Studies
in Madrid, Spain, will deliver
the second lecture in the Auditorium of Hanon
Hall today at 2:30 P.M. His subject will be "The Various Aspects of Customary Life in Spain," and with the use of lantern slides will give a vivid picture of Spanish customs in the large cities and country districts.

Professor Badolado is the author of many notable books dealing with early Spanish literature. The Center of Historical Studies is the most important institution in Spain for scientific study in literature, history and philosophy.

Both lectures will be delivered in Spanish and an excellent opportunity will be offered to hear a Spanish scholar at international repute speak on the subject of his own country and its literature. Professor Badolado, a special representative of the Spanish Institute, spent last summer in this country lecturing at Columbia University and during this term he has been lecturing at the University of Michigan.

Tomorrow's lecture will be on the subject "Spanish Contemporary Drama." This topic is of unusual interest because of the fact that Jacinto Benavente, the chief Spanish dramatist of today, has just been awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature for 1922.

FRESHMAN GRIEBERS WIN
TWICE IN HOLIDAY TILTS

Following in the footsteps of their Varsity leaders, but playing the preliminary encounter to the main events during the holiday season, the 1922 team produced an upset prank in their first tilt. The victory of the ranging combination were Darby High School, and La Salette Prep. The former game was played in the preliminary to the Century Tournament; first, while the latter was held previous to the McGill conflict. In winning these games the Freshmen amassed 87 points in the visitor's 28. The first tilt ended 25 to 10 for the Fresh, while the second ended 62 to 15, setting the scoring record to date.

Against the Darby five the Fresh team was very erratic in their play. At times the score moved upward by leaps and bounds while at other times the scoring end of the encounter was said. Reeves counted the majority of the goals, eight field goals and nine free throws. The field scoring for the ambitious five, while Whitmore abandoning to hold up his end of the score fell one short of Sherr's mark.

The second encounter of the Fresh during the season, evidently spurred on to the visitors 2!». The first tilt

PIXISCI

THE FASHION TAILORS

Leading College Tailors

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Penn Drug Co.
Opp. Dorms.
EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT

THE LARGEST CAMPUS STORE

Custom Tailoring

Highest Type at
Moderate Prices

Distinctive Clothes
Whether for Class, Sports or Dress, we produce. 
We welcome an inspection.

C. T. BARBIERI & CO.

37th and Chestnut

Grand Opening
Yes, we are here to stay and satisfy the students

THE FASHION TAILORS

Cleaning Pressing Dyeing Altering
All Work Guaranteed Hand Pressing

Imported Scotch Grain
Double Soles
Comfortable, serviceable and good looking

Hugh Cunningham
Cheesman St.
Men's Shoes Exclusively
Tony's Barber Shop

PENNSYLVANIA'S SCHEDULE CONTAINS 11 NEW ELEVEN

Three new opponents appear on Pennsylvania's schedule for 1923, as announced by the Athletic Council. They are Columbia University, Centre College and Lafayette College. All of the nine games on the schedule will be played on Franklin Field, this being the second time in the history of football at Pennsylvania that all games have been played at home.

This will be the first time that Centre College has been on the Red and Blue schedule. The "Prancing Colonels" are expected to be a sufficient attraction to fill the new Stadium. Negotiations were held with the navy for a game in Washington but permission could not be obtained from the naval authorities for any other game away from home. Pennsylvania was unable to play the game at Annapolis.


EUROPEANS WANT U. S. COACHES

Many national and local newspaper and magazine articles have appeared recently that concern the request of foreign nations for American coaches and players for their teams. At the recent American Olympic committee meeting, it was announced that an American coach and team are being put together for the games at Amsterdam.

American Olyimic team trainers and coaches are already in demand for the international event still eighteen months away. One of the most notable American of coaches is Fielding H. Yost, governor of the state of Michigan. Alex J. Giese, governor of the state of Minnesota.


BASKETBALL

Wednesday

8.15

Penn vs. Muhlenburg

All Out!

Eclipse of the sun

This is the month when the sun is out of doors, and we mortals draw greater warmth and sunshine from that homely provender—sunny pie. It is the warmth of the holiday spirit, which causes us human beings to glow when temperatures are lowered. Colonel's cooking—the family united—Christmas trees and cracking logs—what would this world be without them?

In promoting the family good cheer the college man's part is such that modestly often gives him to it. It would hardly occur to the college man to sing over the songs of Alma Mater for the still Dearer Home.

The football man would scarcely suspect that his younger brother is dying to have him drop-kick for the "Flyers.

The Penn leader would not presume to think that among these brothers who have been waiting to share his glory at foot-ball is his own sister.

And in general, college men would seem to believe that any recreational process they might pursue, books, professors or campus activities could possibly interest a certain Gentleman Who Foots the Bills.

One at home.
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